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Pseudo CNC controller for the OWI 535 Robot Arm

G-code is the common name for the most widely used computer numerical control

(CNC) programming language, which has many implementations. Used mainly in

automation, it is part of computer-aided engineering. This general sense of the

term, referring to the language overall (using the mass sense of "code"), is

imprecise, because it comes metonymically from the literal sense of the term,

referring to one letter address among many in the language (G address, for

preparatory commands) and to the specific codes (count sense) that can be formed

with it (for example, G00, G01, G28). In fact, every letter of the English alphabet

is used somewhere in the standard language, although some letters' use is less

common. Nevertheless, the general sense of the term is indelibly established as

the common name of the language. G-code is sometimes called G programming

language. This usage may be more common outside North America than inside.

American industrial CNC users tend to say G-code only.

It is because of the general understanding of the language I used G-codes in the

OWI 535 Robot Arm adaption.

Extensions and variations have been added independently by control manufacturers

and machine tool manufacturers, and as such the OWI 535 Robot Arm adaption has

a specific controller and users must be aware of differences between other

implementations of G-codes.

Specific codes

G-codes are also called preparatory codes, and are any word in a CNC program that

begins with the letter "G". Generally it is a code telling the machine tool what type

of action to perform, such as:

Rapid move

 Controlled feed move in a straight line or degree of movement

 Series of controlled feed moves that would result in specific action to be

repeated

 Set information such as offset and other configuration parameters.

There are other codes; the type codes (the R series) can be thought of like

registers in a computer. These are details in the Post Processor Guide.



Letter addresses

Variable Description Corollary info

A Incremental position

of the A axis

This relates to the OWI 535 Robot Arm M5 axis

B Incremental position

of the B axis

This relates to the OWI 535 Robot Arm M4 axis

C Incremental position

of the C axis

This relates to the OWI 535 Robot Arm M3 axis

D Incremental position

of the D axis

This relates to the OWI 535 Robot Arm M2 axis

E Incremental position

of the E axis

This relates to the OWI 535 Robot Arm M1 axis, the

gripper

G Address for

preparatory

commands

G commands often tell the control what kind of

motion is wanted (e.g., rapid positioning, linear

feed, rotational feed, fixed cycle).

M Miscellaneous

function
Action code, auxiliary commands. See below.

N NOT implemented Line number

# Comment Line will be ignored



List of G-codes implemented for the OWI 535 Robot Arm

Code Description Corollary info

G00 Rapid positioning Sets and axis at its max speed until its vector is

achieved. Shorter vectors usually finishes first (given

similar axis speeds). This matters because it may yield a

dog-leg or hockey-stick motion, which the programmer

needs to consider depending on what obstacles are

nearby, to avoid a crash.

This implementation DOES NOT interpolated so it not

not safe to assume a straight line of travel.

G04 Dwell Takes an address for dwell period. The dwell period is

specified in milliseconds.

G10 Programmable data

input

Repeat section of G-code for the specified number of

repeats

G28 Return to home

position (machine

zero, aka machine

reference point)

Takes A, B, C, D & E addresses which define the

intermediate point that a robot axis will return to – the

machine zero point for each axis

G66 User Macro Call

(Modal)

Definition of custom motion blocks of G-code.

Enable macros to perform a series of movement. Each

time after the User Macro Call is define any change in

position of any axis will then execute the defined macro,

then upon movement again the macro will be repeated.

G67 (Modal call cancel) is required to cease the macro

call.

G67 User Macro Call

Cancel (Modal)

Cancels the custom motion.

G91 Incremental

programming

Positioning defined with reference to previous position.

G95 Feedrate per axis Specific rate of travel for a specific axis.



List of M-codes implemented for the OWI 535 Robot Arm

Code Description Corollary info

M00 Compulsory stop Non-optional—machine will always stop upon

reaching M00 in the program execution.

M01 Optional stop Machine will only stop at M01 if operator has

pushed the optional stop button.

M02 End of program No return to program top; may or may not reset

register values.

M07 LED lamp on LED lamp on

M08 LED lamp off LED lamp off

M30 End of program with

return to program top

Repeats code from first line of G-code

M97 Subprogram call Takes an address P to specify which subprogram

to call, for example, "M98 P8979" calls

subprogram O8979.



Example program

Code Description

G00ABCDE Set all axis to rapid.

G10N5 Repeat section of code five times

G91A170D130B-100 Moves axis A, D and B to the relative positions

G91E-10 Moves axis E to the relative position

G91B-50E76 Moves axis B and E to the relative positions

G04T1000 Dwell for 1000 milliseconds

G28ABCD Move the ABCD axis to the home position

G91A100 Moves axis A to the relative positions

G91A55B-130D-20 Moves axis A, D and B to the relative positions

G91E-50B20 Moves axis E and B to the relative positions

G91B50E-50 Moves axis E to the relative position

G28ABD Move the ABD axis to the home position

M97 End of repeat code section

M02 End of code


